10TD390 DIGITAL TRANSMITTER AND 10RD390
DIGITAL RECEIVER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Receiver Mounting Instructions:

Erasing all Receiver Memory:

1.

1.

The receiver can be neatly concealed inside the door
header or mounted outside the header.
If the receiver is installed inside the header, drill a
discrete hole in the top of the header (1/8”Diameter) and
route the antenna out of the header. This will improve
the receiver’s detection range. Use the flanges on the
side of the receiver to mount the unit.
Wiring diagram:

2.

3.

Press and hold the Learn Code Button for 10
seconds or until the Radio Signal Indicator light
goes out.

Replacing Transmitter Batteries:
1.
2.

Turn the transmitter upside down.
Gently push IN the tab using a coin, small
screwdriver or ballpoint pen then flip the battery
cover open
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Programming the Receiver:
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Open the receiver by squeezing the sides of the cover.
Locate the Learn Code Button and the Radio Signal
Indicator Light on the digital receiver. See below.
Press and release the Learn Code Button. The indicator
light will blink approximately 2 times per second.
Press the button on the transmitter once within 30
seconds. The indicator light will stay lit and not blink.
Press the same transmitter button within the 30 seconds.
The indicator light will go out.
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NOTE: If the second transmitter code is not pushed
within 30 seconds, the indicator light will blink
approximately 4 times per second, then programming will
stop. If this happens, repeat steps 1-4.

4.

Install new battery in the same position. Use a
number A23, 12.0-Volt (lighter type).
Close battery cover.

Transmitter Mounting Instructions:
1.

2.

The transmitter may be mounted to a gang box or
B.E.A. pushplate mounting box using the Velcro
tabs included. Also, there is a visor-mounting clip
included for other mounting options.
If the transmitter is to be connected to a pushplate,
connect one wire to the NO terminal and one to
the COM terminal.

If after troubleshooting a problem, a satisfactory
solution cannot be achieved, please call B.E.A., Inc.
for further assistance during Eastern Standard Time at
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1-800-523-2462 from 7am - 5pm or
1-800-407-4545 from 5pm - midnight & weekends.
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3.

PRESS IN

DO NOT leave any problem unresolved. If you must
wait for the following workday to call B.E.A., leave
the door inoperable until satisfactory repairs can be
made. NEVER sacrifice the safe operation of the
automatic door or gate for an incomplete solution.

